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Abstract
Home assistants such as Amazon’s Echo and Google’s
Home have become a common household item. In this pa-
per we investigate if and what consumers have reported
online (in the form of reviews) related to privacy and secu-
rity after purchasing or using these devices.

We use natural language processing to first identify privacy
and security related reviews, and then to investigate the
topics consumers discuss within the reviews. We were in-
terested in understanding consumers’ major concerns.

Issues and/or concerns related to security and privacy have
have been reported within reviews; however, these topics
only account for 2% of the total reviews given for these de-
vices. Three major concerns were highlighted in our find-
ings: data collection and scope, “creepy” device behavior,
and violations of personal privacy thresholds.
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Introduction
The popularity of voice-activated personal assistants is
growing to the extent that these devices are often con-
sumers’ first point of entry into the home Internet of Things
(IoT) ecosystem. The adoption of such devices can only
increase given the value that they create for users and de-
velopers [5, 10].

Device Retailer Reviews % P&S

A-Echo Amazon 3392 2.4
A-Echo Best Buy 1174 1.5
A-Echo Target 32 0
A-Dot Amazon 65503 2.6
A-Dot Best Buy 18437 1.8
A-Dot Target 140 2.9
A-Show Amazon 4202 7.4
A-Show Best Buy 708 5.9
A-Show Target 18 11
G-Home Best Buy 8430 2.9
G-Home Target 230 4.8
G-Home Walmart 651 3.8
G-mini Best Buy 6460 1.5
G-mini Target 124 1.6
G-mini Walmart 35 2.9
– – – –
A-Echo Overall 4598 2.1
A-Dot Overall 84080 2.4
A-Show Overall 4928 7.2
G-Home Overall 9311 3.1
G-mini Overall 6619 1.6

Table 1: Review text corpus by
device, retailer, and percentage
with Privacy & Security (P&S)
discussion.

Home assistant devices often have a number of sensors
or other features which can capture a great deal of data
that was once thought to be private [6]; even the most in-
timate conversations may be recorded and perhaps sent
to the cloud for storage and analysis. In addition to audio
activity, smart home devices and their cloud-based ser-
vices can capture other activities mediated through these
systems, e.g. online purchasing behavior or news and en-
tertainment listening preferences [11]. This data capture
occurs passively (as a background process), often without
individuals’ knowledge or awareness due to the “always
on” listening component that detects the device’s activation
phrase/keyword (“OK Google”, “Alexa” ).

However, the fact devices are constantly listening for these
keywords does not imply that they are constantly transmit-
ting “private” conversations captured around the device.
They will typically transmit only sentences which are spo-
ken after the keyword is detected, unless the keyword is
spoken again. Once captured, however, this data could be
used for other purposes beyond the reasonable expectation
of consumers. It may even be sought by law enforcement
agencies for investigatory purposes [9].

In this work we seek to determine if consumers write about
privacy or security issues when they review, investigate, or
discuss home assistants on popular e-commerce websites
(Best Buy, Amazon, Walmart and Target). We are inter-
ested in understanding and identifying consumers’ opin-

ions, possible concerns, and general views about these
devices. We are interested in understanding: (1) Do people
report/discuss privacy and/or security topics when review-
ing a product? (2) When privacy and/or security topics are
present, what are people’s major concerns?

There is clear and growing concern within the technical and
policy communities regarding the privacy and security im-
plications of IoT devices [7]. Past research has shown con-
sumers to be unaware, uninterested, or uninformed when it
comes to privacy and security issues [1, 12], whether due
to misconceptions [15] or lack of expertise [13, 12]. While
privacy and security have often been reported as mattering
to consumers, they are not considered or are often forgot-
ten when deciding which items to buy. In fact, consumers
have been shown to choose devices and features which in-
fringe upon their privacy and security rights in order to gain
functionality [8].

Study Design and Methodology
In order to investigate the presence and the substance of
P&S discourse, we analyzed consumer review data related
to the five most popular home assistant devices on the mar-
ket as of Fall 2017 [3].

Review Data
We obtained reviews from large U.S. online shopping web-
sites which sold at least one of the devices (see Table 1)
and verified purchasers1. For each device, we collected
all review text. The metadata collected included the review
ID, review type (verified purchaser), review date, and re-
view score (star rating). A web scraping system based on
Python’s requests client and BeautifulSoup HTML parser

1We did not include Google’s first-party store as the Google Store
does not solicit consumer reviews for its devices; it only advertises reviews
aggregated from other sites, such as the ones in our sample.



was used to locate each product’s review set. This set of
reviews was then filtered down to those tagged as verified
so as to analyze reviews based on real purchases.

Data Processing and Analysis
We used a combination of natural language processing
techniques and human-based methods to identify a sub-
set of our review corpus that reported privacy and security
issues.

privacy security
individual fear
leak protection
breach violence
permission physical
loss threat
storage terrorism
data cyber
surveillance hack
spy government
monitor police
violation crime
violate abuse
legal ethic
law freedom
secret insurance
confidential harm
private damage
nsa vulnerability
fbi unauthorized
creepy snowden
third party cybersecurity
track firewall
privacy policy virus
license agreement malware
terms of service spyware

antivirus

Table 2: List of 53 Privacy &
Security (P&S) keywords used.

Automated Language Analysis
We created a dictionary with 53 keywords to be used to
identify P&S reviews. These keywords, found in Table 2, are
a broad set of privacy and security related terms. Several
iterations were used to create the appropriate set of key-
words. The authors discussed and identified common terms
often associated with privacy or security concerns, opinions
and attitudes. A set of keywords generated from prominent
privacy and security related events and media coverage
were also included in the dictionary.

This keyword dictionary was designed to be over-broad.
Given that each review thread that contained a keyword
would be read by at least two researchers, the false posi-
tives that were erroneously tagged could later be discarded.
We were more interested in identifying possible privacy and
security-related discussions rather than discarding relevant
ones in the tagging process. False negatives would impact
the validity of our research.

The text of each captured item was processed through
stemming and lemmatization functions to ensure that all
derivative forms of the keywords were considered during
the tagging process [4]. We then used part-of-speech tag-
ging functions to identify the subset of reviews which had at
least one privacy or security keyword in their text.

We also augmented the results of our keyword analysis
using a topic modeling approach [2]. We created an LDA2

model trained on our stemmed review dataset using the
gensim and nltk Python packages. This model enabled us
to check the accuracy of the keyword analysis and gain a
sense of the predominant topics of discussion and senti-
ment in reviews for all devices.

Results
We gathered 109,536 reviews from four major online retail-
ers: Target, Walmart, Amazon, and Best Buy. Our corpus
includes reviews that were written between November 6,
2014 and January 1, 2018. Table 1 shows a breakdown of
all reviews collected for each device from each retailer.

Presence of privacy and security related reviews
We searched for 53 keywords (Table 2 within the 109,536
captured reviews and found an upper-bound subset of
2,237 (2.04%) P&S reviews which mentioned at least one
keyword. This proportion does not significantly vary by de-
vice (p>0.1) except for the Amazon Echo Show, which has
roughly double the number of P&S Reviews (6.1% of its re-
views; p<0.01) compared to its competitors (this disparity is
discussed further in the next section).

Aside from the Echo Show, our topic model confirms this
observation, finding a P&S-related topic vector in 5,908
(5.39%) of reviews. This is also an upper bound; given the
sparsity of P&S topics in the corpus, the model was not
able to differentiate between physical and digital security
issues.

While we found that privacy and security related issues are
present within our corpus, our results suggest these top-

2Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a statistical technique that allows
sets of observations–such as words in a document–to be explained as a
weighted mixture of individual topics.
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Figure 1: Distribution of privacy and security reviews compared to
other reviews reported on each of the devices.

ics related to home assistants are rarely voiced, or openly
reported by consumers in their online reviews3. Figure 1
shows the distribution of privacy and security topics as well
as the remainder of unrelated reviews for each device.

Privacy and security concerns
We wanted to determine if there exist any trends or patterns
in the limited set of reviews which do raise privacy or secu-
rity concerns. Privacy is the predominant topic among this
subset, occurring in just under 10% of P&S reviews. Specif-
ically, reviews focus on the issues of data collection and
individual privacy thresholds (most often couched in terms
of “creepiness” by reviewers).

3Future work would include an analysis and/or empirical study to de-
termine if consumers consider P&S issues but do not report them, if they
are unaware of them, or simply just push them aside.

Concern: Data collection
“Amazon has not been forthcoming with what data this
picks up and forwards to the cloud, especially when Alexa is
not actively being used.” [R269-A]

Reviewers reported concerns about the amount, scope,
and type of data collected by their assistants. Reviews with
data-related topics or keywords (n=214, 9.6%) tended to
express uncertainty and frustration about data collection
practices (“I feel a bit insecure about it using The Cloud
[...] it will get hacked one of these days”; “When you sync
Alexa to your phone it extracts all of your personal contact
information... customer service rep admitted that she could
see all my contacts” [R1213-T, R1647-A])4.

A small number of reviews (P&S reviews which discussed
data or data collection; n=31, 1.4%) worried about the lack
of clarity about the scope of data collection. (“If Amazon
cares to provide any legal statement or policy that it does
not record [...] then I would feel better [...] it creates a lot of
user doubt and mistrust”; “Amazon should indicate exactly
what Alexa "hears" and saves to Amazon servers” [R1183-
A, R933-A]). These frustrations often lead users, such as
the previous reviewer, to abandon or return the assistant
(“Now I don’t know whether to return it or not because now
my personal data is on this device” ).

Concern: "Creepy" behavior
“Amazon just wants to use it to make more money - I wanted
a smart alarm clock but purchased a SPY.” [R850-A]

Many reviewers expressed concern about how their home
assistants changed or violated their personal conceptions
of privacy in the home environment; 134 (5.9%) mentioned
the concept of “creepiness” in some form. A common worry

4Reviews are cited by noting the document number and are suffixed
with a store code (A: Amazon, BB: Best Buy, T: Target, W: Walmart).



is that conversations will be overheard (“an always listen-
ing device will prove to not a good thing. Do you ever have
private conversations?” or will be transmitted to outside par-
ties (“amazing spy for NSA” [R1324-A, R950-BB]).

This often manifests itself in discussions of the home assis-
tant as a “spy” (mentioned in n = 55, 2.4%; “compact design
but I do not like the fact that it might be spying on me”; “but
other than big brother spying on me... its a great product”
[R2188-BB, R1627-BB]) or as a tool for intrusive market-
ing (“I get random advertisements on my computer purely
based off of conversations I have had on my home”; “still
listening and likely being assimilated by Amazon to target
future purchases” [R1627-A, R619-A]).

Concern: Privacy thresholds
Other reviewers more explicitly discuss events which pass
their personal privacy thresholds and this was especially
common in reviews with more than one privacy-related key-
word (n=894, 39.9%). These anecdotes deal with personal
experiences with the device (or with worries spurred on by
outside news reports in a few select instances). For exam-
ple, one reviewer stopped using their device after hearing a
recording of their son (“it was just the sound of my son talk-
ing... I unplugged it the next day and put it back” [R1101-
A]). Another cited worries about a pending court case: “law
enforcement is trying to get Amazon to surrender data... if
that happens it just opens the door to more and more pri-
vacy invasion” [R343-A].

However, a substantial number of reviews indicate that a
loss of privacy is an adequate tradeoff given their device’s
functionality. Among the 1584 (70.8%) P&S reviews an ex-
plicitly positive topic model, 99 (4.4%) still discuss creepi-
ness and privacy thresholds. Some are on the fence, rec-
ognizing concerns but still endorsing the product: “creepy
privacy concerns about the big G listening all the time that

I don’t dismiss, but I’m still in for using one” ; “If you accept
the creepy always listening part, then we can recommend
the permanent Google presence in your house” [R2181-BB,
R2221-W]. Finally, some even make the tradeoff more ex-
plicit (“it works great but so creepy”; “creepy but amazingly
priceless”; “Let em spy. I like the convenience more than my
privacy” [R645-A, R2159-BB, R1927-BB]).

Notably, we believe that increased discussion of privacy
thresholds accounts for the disproportionate review count
for the Echo Show. The Show is the only device in our sam-
ple to contain a video camera and screen. Manual review of
the review sample indicates that over 100 (2.05%) reviews
discuss the device’s camera, video calling, and “drop in”
conferencing features (“[Drop In is] horrible from a privacy
perspective”; “media folks have stated that the "Drop-in"
feature of the Echos is "creepy" and can see their point [but]
it is a helpful tool for the elderly” [R1418-A; R1329-A]).

Discussion and Future Work
In this study, we sought to understand how consumers com-
municate P&S concerns with the popular home assistant
class of IoT devices. By leveraging a corpus of consumer
product reviews from four major online retailers, we were
able to provide one of the first pictures of how consumers
discuss P&S concerns of home assistant devices.

We can conclude that, for the most part, consumers who re-
view home assistants tend to not discuss privacy or security
concerns. Where consumers do discuss concerns, they do
so in regards to the type and amount of data collected by
the assistants. They also detail conceptions and potential
violations of their privacy thresholds, often drawing a line
between “creepy” and “non-creepy” assistant behavior.

Privacy thresholds have previously been discussed in other
contexts where data is collected. Shklovski et al. analyze



privacy perceptions in the mobile app space and note users’
perceived creepiness, yet simultaneous continued use of,
mobile applications which conduct continual data collec-
tion [14]. However, this paradigm remains little-explored
in the larger IoT realm. Deeper knowledge of users’ atti-
tudes can help designers and engineers improve these new
forms of IoT-centric interaction. It can also help designers
and policymakers with the challenge of obtaining meaning-
ful consent for data usage and collection as the number of
devices with non-traditional (or nonexistent) user interfaces
increases in the home [11]. A more in-depth behavioral or
in-situ study of user perceptions coupled with an analysis
of a broader swath of the home IoT market could serve as
some of the first steps towards this goal.
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